3rd Grade Brilliant Bobcat Requirements
You must pass off 15 of the suggested 25 requirements to earn
the award. If you need supplies, talk to your teacher.

Due Monday, May 8th.
** These items should be practiced at home but will be passed off at school

Habit #1- Be Proactive
q **72 addition facts in 3 minutes (up to 20)
q **72 subtraction facts in 3 minutes (up to 20)
q **Become a Multiplication Ninja (36 facts in 3 minutes, passed 3
times)
q **Become a Division Ninja (36 facts in 3 minutes, passed 3 times)
q **Oceans and Continents- All continents and oceans must be
labeled correctly with correct spelling and capitalization. May be
attempted as many times as needed. Student needs to ask
teacher to take it when they are ready.
q Participate in PTA Reflections – Due October 19th
Habit #2- Begin with the End in Mind
q **Average 90% on spelling tests for the whole year
q **Average 85% on all 3 math benchmarks
q Write and turn in an original trickster tale or fairy tale. More
details about this are attached.
q **Participate in class Spelling Bee (Information will be sent home
in the spring)
q **Poetry Presentation (Information will be sent home in April)
Habit #3- Put First Things First
q **Keyboarding Proficiency -15 word with 4 errors or less)

Habit #4 - Think Win-Win
q Leadership Service Project- Plan and carry out a service project at
least 2 hours in duration. Do a 1 paragraph summary of the project
with parents signature.
q Write a friendly “Thank You” letter to someone out side of the school
setting. It must be formatted correctly with all 5 parts of a friendly
letter (see attached). Bring a copy of it to your teacher to see!
Habit #5- Seek First to Understand, Then to be Understood
q Visit a museum and a write a 1 page summary about several of the
things you have learned!
q Create a Venn Diagram comparing a book and movie of the same
title. Examples: The Lorax, Holes, Because of Winn Dixie, The BFG,
Harry Potter, A Series of Unfortunate Events, etc.
Habit #6 – Synergize
q **Participate in the Monster Math Competition in a team of 2-4
classmates in early spring
q **Read all your assigned Battle of the Book books
q **Read ALL 20 Battle of the Book books
Habit #7- Sharpen the Saw
q Classical Music Visualization- Select a piece of classical music.
Create a drawing, painting, or other piece of art that is a visual
representation of what you see or how you felt when you heard the
music. Make sure to write the name of the piece of music and
composer.
q Artist or Illustrator Study- Select an artist or illustrator and recreate
your own art piece using their style.
q **Complete 30 consecutive jumping jacks
q **Complete 30 consecutive sit ups
q **Jump Rope 50 consecutive times
q **5 second toe touch without bending your knees

Brilliant Bobcat Requirements
You must pass off 15 of the suggested 25 requirements

All requirements due Monday, May 8th.
72 addition facts in 3 minutes
72 subtraction facts in 3 minutes
Become a Multiplication Ninja
Become a Division Ninja
Oceans and Continents
Participate in PTA Reflections
Average 90% on spelling tests
Average 85% on all 3 math benchmarks
Participate in class Spelling Bee
Poetry Presentation
Keyboarding Proficiency
Leadership Service Project
Write a friendly “Thank You” letter
Visit a museum
Venn Diagram comparing a book & movie
Participate in Monster Math Competition
Read all assigned Battle of the Book books
Read ALL 20 Battle of the Book books
Classical Music Visualization
Artist or Illustrator Study
Complete 30 consecutive jumping jacks
Complete 30 consecutive sit ups
Jump Rope 50 consecutive times
5 second toe touch
Date Passed off with Teacher

72 subtraction facts in 3 minutes
Become a Multiplication Ninja
Become a Division Ninja
Oceans and Continents
Participate in PTA Reflections
Av. e 90% on spelling tests
Av. 85% on math benchmarks
Participate in class Spelling Bee
Poetry Presentation
Keyboarding Proficiency
Leadership Service Project
Write a friendly “Thank You” letter
Visit a museum
Venn Diagram book vs. movie
Participate in Monster Math
Read all assigned B.O.B. books
Read ALL 20 B.O.B. books
Classical Music Visualization
Artist or Illustrator Study
30 consecutive jumping jacks
30 consecutive sit ups
Jump Rope 50 consecutive times
5 second toe touch
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72 subtraction facts in 3 minutes
Become a Multiplication Ninja
Become a Division Ninja
Oceans and Continents
Participate in PTA Reflections
Av. e 90% on spelling tests
Av. 85% on math benchmarks
Participate in class Spelling Bee
Poetry Presentation
Keyboarding Proficiency
Leadership Service Project
Write a friendly “Thank You” letter
Visit a museum
Venn Diagram book vs. movie
Participate in Monster Math
Read all assigned B.O.B. books
Read ALL 20 B.O.B. books
Classical Music Visualization
Artist or Illustrator Study
30 consecutive jumping jacks
30 consecutive sit ups
Jump Rope 50 consecutive times
5 second toe touch
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